Abstract-We consider the coupled line equations for two-mode random media in which both modes travel in the same (forward) direction as a model for multimode millimeter waveguides and optical fibers, in which mode conversion at imperfections occurs primarily in the forward direction. Some exact general properties satisfied by the transfer function and the impulse response of such a system are given for an arbitrary coupling coefficient. A random stationary coupling coefficient with statistically independent successive values, and consequently a white spectrum (e.g., a white Gaussian or a Poisson noise), permits exact determination of transmission statistics;
Abstract-We consider the coupled line equations for two-mode random media in which both modes travel in the same (forward) direction as a model for multimode millimeter waveguides and optical fibers, in which mode conversion at imperfections occurs primarily in the forward direction. Some exact general properties satisfied by the transfer function and the impulse response of such a system are given for an arbitrary coupling coefficient. A random stationary coupling coefficient with statistically independent successive values, and consequently a white spectrum (e.g., a white Gaussian or a Poisson noise), permits exact determination of transmission statistics;
we obtain first-and second-order statistics in the time and frequency domains. No perturbation or other approximations are made in any of the above results, which are obtained directly from the coupled line equations. These results are used to study signal distortion in long guides.
By straightforward extension of this work more complicated calculations can treat more forward modes, but not backward modes or nonwhite coupling coefficient spectra. In thk paper the coupliig coefficient is assumed frequency independent, and under certain conditions the signal distortion decreases as the mode conversion increases. IXI practical cases the coupling coefficients are frequency dependent and the above behavior is modified; the present work is extended to this important case in a companion paper. 
the' denoting differentiation with respect to z. Equation (1) 
with initial conditions (2)
The coupling coefficient
is proportional to some geometric imperfection, The inverse Fourier transform of -~sgn j is 1/ret, the Hilbert transform of $(t) [12] .
7 In contrast, the signal-spurious mode response is obviously not causal, from (34a). Consequent y, no circuit model can be devised that yields (1). This nonphysical behavior ,arises because the coupling coeficlent CO of (14) has been assumed independent of frequency. Nevertheless, a frequency-independent coupling coefficient is often assumed, and the present results are useful approximations over limited bands. Treatment of frequency-dependent CO is given in a companion paper [20] as a simple extension of this work.
. . (1) by
where 6 represents the unit impulse and
(i-l)Az
The approximation becomes exact in the limit, i.e., 
The solution to (41)- (44) and (38) should provide a good approximation to the solution of (1) and (2) when Az becomes small compared to the beat wave] ength, i.e., Az<<*=\ro~rll (45) providing an exact solution as AzeO.
It proves convenient for some of the following calculations to normalize the above relations in a different way than in (3). Define the column vector
GO and G1 being defined in ( and recall that c~is given by (38). Then and (41 ) and (44) become of (9) 
6 represents the unit impulse. Assuming frequencyindependent coupling (14), the coupling c(z) (9) has
and thus also a white spectrum, with spectral density SO.
Therefore, the c~or di of Section VI are independent symmetrical random variables with zero mean and variance determined from (38) and (51): (1) with initial conditions of (2) for white c(z) (50) and (51) with independent successive values.
Take the expected value of both sides of (41 ) [16], using (42) and (43), and noting that %(z) is independent of (z -Az) by the independence of the Ci, (55) is
where we have used (3). 
product [16] .
(63) (64) are independent by the independence of the c;, and using (62), 
We regard Aa (6) and CO (14) as fixed parameters (Section III). We define the column vector % as
Define the column vector (Y., the matrix~m, and C.
as given by (46), 11See footnote to (54). 12The upper (+) signs apply in the usual case where AISand@ -Ec have the same sign (e.g., the two frequencies at which the covariance is computed are both positive); the lower (-) signs apply whenã nd Ap +U have the opposite sign. (57) and (60) and using (3), (73),
A physical interpretation of (73) 
Therefore,
c?,and @ being real. From (78) a(f) (P"(t) .
{ w,
Im~"C(V) = -<e~a'(v) 
. exp (j27rjt)dj_. 
We denote the covariance by
The discussion of (89) The first line of (105) :
This is so because the solutions to (l), the coupled line equations, with the initial conditions of (2), satisfy the assumptions of this section. 
where 11 represents a modified Bessel function of first order. The behavior of Ro(a) of (7o) and P (7) of (109) (70) and (109) RO ( 
Equation (113) is independent of AD; interchanging ( ) and ',
Since (112) and (113) (43)2) ,. 
The dc power is given by ( 112). Recalling that [ (80)- (84), (94), and (107) ]
the ac power is
From (70) and (109),
The general behavior of (118), (119), and (112) is shown by the limiting cases of Table  I .
The first row of 
, and (112): 
&soz+@.!?
It is obvious that no significant change in .RO(a) of ( pulse resPotzse18
Equations (126) and (127) 
In the perturbation case this becomes 
The corresponding @lse response may be obtained from (109) 
zoThese substitutions apply also to other results of Section IV, overlapping portions of Section X. which may be further simplified to
for most purposes. For Aa = O this approximation is an improvement over that of (133) 
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yielding (108) and (109).
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